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Elite Pain once again gives us a thrilling game film. Elite Pain once again gives us a thrilling game film. Although this film features the exciting submissiveAlthough this film features the exciting submissive
Linda Leclair, more lurks below the surface. Linda Leclair, more lurks below the surface. Because of the reality nature of EP films, no one is ever exactlyBecause of the reality nature of EP films, no one is ever exactly
sure what will happen. sure what will happen. By the time the last stroke of this jaw-dropping film has landed, By the time the last stroke of this jaw-dropping film has landed, you will feel youryou will feel your
“cup runneth over” with mind-blowing drama.“cup runneth over” with mind-blowing drama.

Everyone knew how Tatjana felt about Amanda since her now famous interview. Everyone knew how Tatjana felt about Amanda since her now famous interview. She was angry and jealousShe was angry and jealous
that Amanda and Ariel forgave each other for years of hostility and became friends. Today’s game is notthat Amanda and Ariel forgave each other for years of hostility and became friends. Today’s game is not
only about whether a sub could survive the fury of the dominas, but whether a petite, simmering volcanoonly about whether a sub could survive the fury of the dominas, but whether a petite, simmering volcano
called Tatjana could control her rage toward Lady Amanda.called Tatjana could control her rage toward Lady Amanda.

Lady Amanda gave no indication of trouble behind the scenes when interviewing Linda Leclair prior toLady Amanda gave no indication of trouble behind the scenes when interviewing Linda Leclair prior to
round one of Treasure Hunt. Linda who had gotten a check in every visit to Elite Pain except for the first,round one of Treasure Hunt. Linda who had gotten a check in every visit to Elite Pain except for the first,
looked relaxed and confident today. looked relaxed and confident today. Lady Tatjana and Lady Amanda will try to end Linda’s winning streakLady Tatjana and Lady Amanda will try to end Linda’s winning streak
but there is where their partnership ended. but there is where their partnership ended. Linda Leclair, who said there were drastic changes to her lifeLinda Leclair, who said there were drastic changes to her life
and needed some quick cash, had no idea of the drastic event with which she would share the spotlightand needed some quick cash, had no idea of the drastic event with which she would share the spotlight
today.today.

Linda revealed the first treasure chest while picking cards for the first round. Linda revealed the first treasure chest while picking cards for the first round. It would be $250 if sheIt would be $250 if she
survived the first round. survived the first round. The remaining cards chosen created a round of 10 strokes to the back whileThe remaining cards chosen created a round of 10 strokes to the back while
suspended from her wrists.suspended from her wrists.

As the scene opened it was clear that Linda’s suffering began before the first stroke. As the scene opened it was clear that Linda’s suffering began before the first stroke. She hung arms over-She hung arms over-
head, eyes closed and deep breathing. head, eyes closed and deep breathing. Linda began to rotate. Linda began to rotate. Lady Amanda offered to turn Linda intoLady Amanda offered to turn Linda into
position but Lady Tatjana only rolled her eyes and dismissed Amanda’s help. position but Lady Tatjana only rolled her eyes and dismissed Amanda’s help. Linda starts to turn againLinda starts to turn again
after the second stroke. after the second stroke. Trying to get a reaction from Tatjana, Amanda once again offers help. Trying to get a reaction from Tatjana, Amanda once again offers help. TatjanaTatjana
does not respond. does not respond. Linda, whose hands, wrists and shoulders are straining against gravity screams “Just doLinda, whose hands, wrists and shoulders are straining against gravity screams “Just do
it!”it!”

After the fifth stroke as the dominas trade places, Tatjana purposely drops the whip before Amanda couldAfter the fifth stroke as the dominas trade places, Tatjana purposely drops the whip before Amanda could
grasp it. grasp it. Harsh words between the dominas slowed the round. The longer Tatjana and Amanda tradedHarsh words between the dominas slowed the round. The longer Tatjana and Amanda traded
barbs the longer Linda hung with no relief. barbs the longer Linda hung with no relief. Amanda however got relief from Tatjana’s rudeness byAmanda however got relief from Tatjana’s rudeness by
enjoying Linda’s predicament. enjoying Linda’s predicament. She smiled happily at Linda’s agony for strokes 6 through 10. She smiled happily at Linda’s agony for strokes 6 through 10. LindaLinda
survives the ordeal. survives the ordeal. On to round two.On to round two.

Linda moved gingerly to choose the cards for the next round. Linda moved gingerly to choose the cards for the next round. No doubt her wrists and shoulders achedNo doubt her wrists and shoulders ached
from her being suspended. from her being suspended. The happiness of pulling her second treasure chest was short-lived as LindaThe happiness of pulling her second treasure chest was short-lived as Linda
next picked the dreaded “Dom’s Choice” card. next picked the dreaded “Dom’s Choice” card. Lady Amanda made a peace offering to Tatjana by lettingLady Amanda made a peace offering to Tatjana by letting
her choose the body part on which they would strike Linda. her choose the body part on which they would strike Linda. Tatjana stepped into the frame and bulliedTatjana stepped into the frame and bullied
Amanda to step off the set saying she ruined the shot. Amanda to step off the set saying she ruined the shot. Tatjana chose to strike Linda’s pussy while she heldTatjana chose to strike Linda’s pussy while she held
her position. her position. The round is 40 strokes to the pussy while holding position. The round is 40 strokes to the pussy while holding position. $1000 is on the line.$1000 is on the line.

Linda laid on her back, knees up and spread. Linda laid on her back, knees up and spread. The palms of her hands held her knees in place. The palms of her hands held her knees in place. AnyAny
variation of this position would trigger a restart. variation of this position would trigger a restart. Amanda straddled Linda from above facing toward herAmanda straddled Linda from above facing toward her
feet. feet. Below and slightly in front of Amanda was Linda’s helpless pussy.Below and slightly in front of Amanda was Linda’s helpless pussy.

Straddling Linda created greater leverage for Amanda who applied maximum force to every crushing blowStraddling Linda created greater leverage for Amanda who applied maximum force to every crushing blow
of the strap on to Linda’s clitoris and labia. of the strap on to Linda’s clitoris and labia. Linda’s body trembled with every blow. Linda’s body trembled with every blow. She moved her kneesShe moved her knees
together inches yet kept her hands on her knees. together inches yet kept her hands on her knees. Lady Tatjana felt there should be a restart and called outLady Tatjana felt there should be a restart and called out
Lady Amanda with humiliating insults. Lady Amanda with humiliating insults. Amanda struggled to hold back tears. Amanda struggled to hold back tears. She needed a deep breathShe needed a deep breath
and a few seconds to compose herself between strokes. and a few seconds to compose herself between strokes. 

After stroke 20 the dominas switched position. After stroke 20 the dominas switched position. Amanda wiped a tear from her right eye as she steppedAmanda wiped a tear from her right eye as she stepped
from over Linda. Sadly, Amanda asked for a kiss from Tatjana perhaps to reassure their relationship (infrom over Linda. Sadly, Amanda asked for a kiss from Tatjana perhaps to reassure their relationship (in
whichever form it took) amid a misunderstanding. whichever form it took) amid a misunderstanding. “Rather kiss Ariel…” responded Tatjana.“Rather kiss Ariel…” responded Tatjana.

There was no handoff of the strap as Tatjana went right for the single-tail. There was no handoff of the strap as Tatjana went right for the single-tail. The single-tail struck Linda’sThe single-tail struck Linda’s
already bruised pussy like a hot knife. already bruised pussy like a hot knife. After stroke 29, Lady Tatjana reminded Linda she may give up atAfter stroke 29, Lady Tatjana reminded Linda she may give up at
any time. any time. Stroke 36 started a small drop of blood running down Linda’s outer-labia. Stroke 36 started a small drop of blood running down Linda’s outer-labia. Linda was soLinda was so
hysterical after stroke 40, Lady Tatjana tried to comfort her. hysterical after stroke 40, Lady Tatjana tried to comfort her. Linda survived to advance to round 3.Linda survived to advance to round 3.

Lady Amanda, arms folded, looked on sternly as Linda chose her third treasure card. Then, 10---CountLady Amanda, arms folded, looked on sternly as Linda chose her third treasure card. Then, 10---Count
Backwards---Coin Flip---Switch---Full-body. Backwards---Coin Flip---Switch---Full-body. Gratitude is not one of Linda’s stronger traits. Gratitude is not one of Linda’s stronger traits. AmandaAmanda
saved Linda from having her pussy savaged during a “Butt” round in her COP RLD. saved Linda from having her pussy savaged during a “Butt” round in her COP RLD. Amanda was alsoAmanda was also
lenient during the just completed “Hold Position” “Pussy” round. lenient during the just completed “Hold Position” “Pussy” round. Rather than choose Lady Tatjana who cutRather than choose Lady Tatjana who cut
her pussy with a single-tail, Linda chose to whip Lady Amanda. her pussy with a single-tail, Linda chose to whip Lady Amanda. The double or nothing coin-flip dictatedThe double or nothing coin-flip dictated
20 strokes to Amanda’s “Full body”. 20 strokes to Amanda’s “Full body”. Lady Tatjana could not contain her glee as she was about to seize herLady Tatjana could not contain her glee as she was about to seize her
moment to mete out penance to Lady Amanda. moment to mete out penance to Lady Amanda. With a big smile, the domina extended her arm pointingWith a big smile, the domina extended her arm pointing
Lady Amanda toward the site of her atonement.Lady Amanda toward the site of her atonement.

“Weak! “Weak! Again!” judged Lady Tatjana as she twirled her hair watching Linda strike Amanda with weakAgain!” judged Lady Tatjana as she twirled her hair watching Linda strike Amanda with weak
strokes. By the forth stroke, Linda struck with greater effort, but still not enough for Lady Tatjana. “Weak!strokes. By the forth stroke, Linda struck with greater effort, but still not enough for Lady Tatjana. “Weak!
Again!” Again!” In all Amanda received 8 strokes before being able to count a single one. Lady Tatjana tookIn all Amanda received 8 strokes before being able to count a single one. Lady Tatjana took
control of the whip ready to administer all 20.control of the whip ready to administer all 20.

Lady Amanda’s pain was both physical and emotional. Lady Amanda’s pain was both physical and emotional. A mascara colored tear ran down Amanda’s face asA mascara colored tear ran down Amanda’s face as
she counted “15”. Lady Tatjana looked on stoically. she counted “15”. Lady Tatjana looked on stoically. She had Amanda turn for stroke 11. She had Amanda turn for stroke 11. “12” she cried and“12” she cried and
Tatjana playfully said “Pardon?”. Tatjana playfully said “Pardon?”. Linda smiled hearing Amanda beg forgiveness for the mistake. Linda smiled hearing Amanda beg forgiveness for the mistake. The roundThe round
restarts.restarts.

After the restart, Lady Tatjana attacked over and over a path from Amanda’s right shoulder to he leftAfter the restart, Lady Tatjana attacked over and over a path from Amanda’s right shoulder to he left
shoulder blade. shoulder blade. By now Linda could not watch. She closed her eyes tightly and turned away with everyBy now Linda could not watch. She closed her eyes tightly and turned away with every
stroke. stroke. Amanda would not only scream but twist her body in reaction to the pain. Amanda would not only scream but twist her body in reaction to the pain. Tatjana mocked her,Tatjana mocked her,
“Did it hurt?” The pain of the 9th stroke (12 counting backwards) was so intense Amanda could not“Did it hurt?” The pain of the 9th stroke (12 counting backwards) was so intense Amanda could not
compose herself to count quickly enough to satisfy the executioner. compose herself to count quickly enough to satisfy the executioner. The round restarted.The round restarted.

In the remaining round, Tatjana aired all her grievances to which Amanda denied. In the remaining round, Tatjana aired all her grievances to which Amanda denied. The accusation ofThe accusation of
infidelity much like a lover’s quarrel ensued between strokes. infidelity much like a lover’s quarrel ensued between strokes. Tatjana put a bow on the event by snappingTatjana put a bow on the event by snapping
a selfie with a broken Amanda and sending it to Ariel.a selfie with a broken Amanda and sending it to Ariel.

A depressed looking Lady Tatjana took over as the hostess between rounds. A depressed looking Lady Tatjana took over as the hostess between rounds. She had physically andShe had physically and
emotionally vented her furious vengeance but it brought her no joy. emotionally vented her furious vengeance but it brought her no joy. Amanda, for whom a round of 20Amanda, for whom a round of 20
strokes became 48 from Tatjana’s abuse of power and her own counting errors, needed time to recoverstrokes became 48 from Tatjana’s abuse of power and her own counting errors, needed time to recover
from the barrage.from the barrage.

When the smoke cleared, this was once again Linda’s game. When the smoke cleared, this was once again Linda’s game. She revealed her fourth Treasure card. She revealed her fourth Treasure card. RoundRound
5 was worth $2000. 5 was worth $2000. The other cards chosen produced a round of 50 strokes to the belly while gagged.The other cards chosen produced a round of 50 strokes to the belly while gagged.
Linda needs to overcome 50 strokes to the belly and no doubt than a few “accidental” stokes below herLinda needs to overcome 50 strokes to the belly and no doubt than a few “accidental” stokes below her
hips.hips.

The dominas both wore dour expressions as they administrated Linda’s final 50. The dominas both wore dour expressions as they administrated Linda’s final 50. Their strokes wereTheir strokes were
effective but they did not show their normal late game blood lust. effective but they did not show their normal late game blood lust. Lady Tatjana’s seething anger and LadyLady Tatjana’s seething anger and Lady
Amanda’s profound sadness can be felt through the screen. Amanda’s profound sadness can be felt through the screen. Linda wails with pain yet stands tall. ThisLinda wails with pain yet stands tall. This
gripping film is a must buy. gripping film is a must buy. Rating: ARating: A
Buy it here: Buy it here: http://elitepain.com/movies.phphttp://elitepain.com/movies.php
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this review is so exciting that reading it took me back to those tense moments I had to experience in thethis review is so exciting that reading it took me back to those tense moments I had to experience in the
studio. I almost relived every moment of pain and humiliation with Amanda.Thank you fornthis review!studio. I almost relived every moment of pain and humiliation with Amanda.Thank you fornthis review!

Slava Ukraini (not politics, just humanity!)Slava Ukraini (not politics, just humanity!)
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Thank you Pedro for the kind words. Thank you Pedro for the kind words. I work hard to capture the essence of the film.I work hard to capture the essence of the film.
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